
Millions of dollars in licensing fees for 
Oracle servers have been averted. 
Utility-bill processing is faster and 
more efficient, preventing revenue 
delays. Call center wait times 
are reduced. Critical application 
performance bottlenecks have been 
eliminated. And a virtual desktop 
infrastructure has been successfully 
rolled out.
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CITY OF GARLAND TRANSFORMS ITS STORAGE INFRASTRUCTURE WITH  
“PURE MAGIC” 

Delivering efficient services to today’s modern cities places significant demands on IT 
departments in charge of municipalities around the country. The City of Garland, TX, with 
a population of over 230,000, is no exception.

The city’s IT department — which operates three data centers and connects to nearly  
50 sites around the city — supports 40 departments, including the municipal utility 
supplying electricity, water and waste-disposal services. More than 300 production 
servers run a broad range of applications, including human resources, finance, e-mail, 
imaging, code enforcement, GIS and utility billing.

What started as a routine evaluation of VDI storage solutions soon led to impressive 
performance improvements across a host of key applications, including two whose 
performance issues had plagued the city’s IT department for years.

When Stefanie Thompson was asked by her CIO to attend a sales presentation by  
Pure Storage, she was already favoring another vendor. “Initially, we were just looking for  
a solution for VDI storage because we were committed to an implementation in the coming 
year. We originally decided to go with a converged-infrastructure platform from a young 
California company that promised to integrate server and storage resources into a  
turnkey solution.”

Thompson, the lead system administrator, and two of her engineers sat through the 
presentation from Pure Storage, and were incredulous. “These performance claims about 
IOPS, compression and the ease of setup just can’t be true,” recalled James Bartosh, a 
system engineer who also attended the meeting.

PURE REMEDIES THE MOST TROUBLESOME APPLICATION 

When the Pure Storage sales team suggested a proof-of-concept, Thompson immediately 
knew what would put it to the toughest test. “Our utility billing software consistently suffers 
from performance issues. IT has spent many hours trying to maintain an acceptable level 
of performance. The same was true of our human resources application. So we decided to 
move these databases onto the Pure array and evaluate their performance.”

The result was a surprise, to say the least.

The IT team ported the billing and HR databases onto the Pure Storage array on a 
Saturday, without telling any of the affected users. “Monday morning, we got a call from 
customer support for the utility billing asking ‘What did you do? Our report process that 
usually takes 24 hours just finished in 4 hours.’”

The City of Garland, TX sought a storage solution specifically for their planned  
VDI deployment, but they got a lot more than they bargained for — in the best possible way.  
FlashArrays from Pure Storage not only supported a seamless rollout of a new VDI deployment,  
they solved longstanding performance problems with two of the city’s most critical applications:  
utility billing and payroll. In addition, the Pure array provided the solution to a time-critical problem 
involving police public safety/records management, while accommodating multiple workloads  
including VMware, Microsoft SQL server and Oracle databases with greater performance.

“When the managing director 
of our customer service 
department calls our CIO and 
says ‘What did you do? This is 
fantastic!’ and then offers us 
a funding source — that just 
never happens!”

Stefanie Thompson,  
lead systems administrator
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Later that same day, the Human Resources department called and made a similar report 
on improved performance. And all this happened before the city had even purchased the 
Pure Storage equipment.

“We were looking for something to budget for the following year for our VDI project,” 
Thompson recalled, “so we weren’t planning on purchasing anything immediately. But the 
utility billing team said they didn’t want to go back to the way it was before Pure Storage, 
so they offered to fund half of the price of the array.”

“When the managing director of our customer service department calls our CIO and  
says ‘What did you do? This is fantastic!’ and then offers us a funding source — that just 
never happens!”

Once a FlashArray from Pure Storage was purchased and installed, the city immediately 
started the migration of its key Oracle and SQL Server databases along with their 
associated applications, which included finance, e-mail, imaging, building inspections, 
and emergency services. 

PURE HELPS SAVE MILLIONS IN LICENSING FEES

The skepticism that Thompson initially had about Pure’s performance claims carried over 
to projections of data reduction from Pure. By the time they were ready to place an order 
“we still didn’t believe our storage volumes could be compressed so much, so we bought 
a full 5½ TB of capacity. But now we are seeing data-compression rates as high as 7:1, so 
we have more than enough storage for anything we want to do.”

The capacity and improved performance provided by the Pure Storage array has 
indirectly helped save millions of dollars in licensing costs for Oracle servers.  
Told by Oracle that the city may need to license more than 100 server cores if they 
wanted to include Oracle servers in their virtualized server architecture — at a cost of 
more than $4 million to be fully licensed — and then face expensive yearly support, the 
city had to find a way to consolidate the Oracle databases on fewer servers. “With the 
high rate of data compression we get with Pure, we were able to accommodate all the 
data required by Oracle without a problem, and with the increased I/O performance, we 
were able to reduce the number of processor cores needed to support the application,” 
Bartosh reported, “and that really benefits us.” The city now needs licenses for only  
16 cores, instead of more than 100, saving millions of dollars annually.

The de-duplication and compression features of Pure Storage benefit the City of Garland 
in several ways. The greatest impact is on the police department; whose officers now 
use VDI to log in from their patrol cars. But before that could happen, new software was 
required. With only a week to go before a hard-and-fast rollout date, the department 
realized that their previous remote connectivity solution required a major upgrade.  
The police asked the city to upgrade to the newer software, a request Thompson said 
could not be accommodated that quickly.

CONSOLIDATING MULTIPLE WORKLOADS ON FLASH 

With the capacity and flexibility provided by Pure Storage, The City of Garland went 
live with a their new VMware Horizon View VDI solution, “we were able to put up a VDI 
desktop, put in on Pure and give them a solution within that week.”

Another benefit of the Pure Storage solution has been noted in the city’s approach to the 
“bring your own device” trend. “We don’t allow employees to put tablets or pads on our 
network,” Thompson noted, “but we tell them they can use a VDI session. Running VDI on 
Pure, we don’t have to calculate that if we add X number of users, we’ll need Y number  
of spindles.”
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USE CASE:

•	Database – Microsoft® SQL  
Server, Oracle®

•	VDI – VMware® Horizon  
View, VMTurbo 

CHALLENGES:

•	 Planned roll-out of VDI required new 
storage solution.

•	 Tiered storage systems unable to 
solve problems with key applications.

IT TRANSFORMATION:

•	Critical batch processing for  
billing and payroll completed up  
to 96% faster.

•	VDI initiative rolled out seamlessly.

•	 Latency and IOPS performance 
problems disappear from  
key applications.

“I didn’t understand how this 
could possibly work. But it 
does. I call it Pure magic.”

Stefanie Thompson,  
lead systems administrator
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While Garland’s search for new storage initially focused on its planned VDI 
implementation, the capacity provided by Pure Storage accommodates additional 
workloads, including servers and databases. “You can put multiple workloads on  
Pure and not lose any performance in the process,” Bartosh noted.

BETTER STORAGE IMPROVES CITY SERVICES 

The impact of improved storage has been felt throughout the city. The dramatic 
improvement noticed by the utility-billing department during the proof of concept has 
continued. “Customer service for the utility has noticed greatly improved performance, 
mainly because their big overnight batch jobs were taking too long. And those jobs 
overlapped with the business hours that the customer service was using the system.  
This created contention issues.”

That stopped when batch jobs finished much more quickly after being moved over to 
Pure Storage. Now, call center wait times are much shorter, and if a resident makes a 
payment to restore service, it’s processed right away.

“Utility payments are a major revenue source for the city,” added Thompson. “If the 
problem with the billing application had not been solved by Pure, the city wouldn’t have 
been able to run all their billing cycles during the month. That would have meant delayed 
billings and delayed revenue.”

Human resources applications also have been a long-running headache for the IT 
department. “We had been struggling to run the payroll application processes,” 
Thompson recalled. “It took 14 hours to process, and they didn’t have any room for 
mistakes. If even the slightest problem occurred, they could miss payroll. So, it was 
always a nail-biter to make sure nothing went wrong.”

After running the payroll application on the Pure Storage array during the proof-of-
concept trial, that 14-hour job was slashed to 30 minutes. Ever since then, this critical 
application consistently runs between 30 and 60 minutes.

SIMPLIFIED MANAGEMENT REDUCES BURDEN ON STAFF 

By moving the City of Garland’s databases to Pure Storage, time spent managing 
applications has been dramatically reduced. “We used to have database administrators 
who stayed up all night for big projects like month-end billing,” explained Thompson.  
“IT staff spent countless hours trying to make critical applications work or go faster.  
Since transitioning to Pure, we haven’t had to do that for the last year and a half.”

Bartosh noted that he has even used the Pure Storage array as a troubleshooting tool. 
“If an application is having a performance issue, vendors frequently say more storage 
is required to solve the problem. So when they do, I just move it over to Pure. If the 
performance issue persists, the vendor then has to go back and dig deeper to solve the 
problem because we know it’s not storage-related.”

“We strive to work with people who will partner with us long after the initial sale is made,” 
Thompson declared. “Pure Storage is much more than a vendor; they’re a true partner. 
Their support is fantastic, and their product performs as promised. It’s refreshing to see a 
product perform without exaggerations.”

After more than 18 months as a Pure Storage customer, Thompson recalled the 
skepticism she expressed during the initial sales call. “I didn’t understand how this could 
possibly work. But it does. I call it Pure magic.” 
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“Pure Storage is a true partner, 
their support is fantastic, and 
their product is what they say 
it is; no exaggerations.”

Stefanie Thompson,  
lead systems administrator
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